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ABSTRACT3

Negative societal impacts can result from intense individual downpours, the accumulation of4

rainfall over a day or more, or a combination of these. Accumulation is reasonably well captured by5

daily reporting rain gauges, but rainfall intensity is not. The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission6

(TRMM) Precipitation Radar (PR) permit description of the spatial and seasonal distributions of7

rainfall intensity at the timescales of the individual convective events—and permit an emphasis on8

how these distributions differ from the distributions of mean daily accumulation.9

Over tropical land, mean rainfall intensity is highest just before the rainiest time of year (when10

rainfall is most frequent). The contrast is most obvious in pre-onset and post-onset months in11

monsoon regions, but it is also evident in regions without a well defined dry and rainy season, such12

as equatorial regions. Most seasonal variations in rainfall intensity can be explained as parallel13

variations in the occurrence of convective, relative to stratiform, precipitation. However, regional14

differences in rainfall intensity are related to difference in the intensity of convection itself.15

Compared with seasonal changes in intensity over land, variations in convective fraction over16

tropical oceans are trivial, and the modest seasonal changes in the intensity of rainfall parallel17

those of frequency.18

These findings suggests that studies of precipitation extremes under global warming should (1)19

explicitly tackle the question of changes in the intensity of rainfall separately from changes in daily20
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rainfall accumulation and (2) consider the different qualities of extreme precipitation events over21

ocean and over land.22

1. Introduction23

The impact of a rainfall event depends on how it unfolds as much as on the24

final rainfall tally. For example, 1.5 inches of rainfall in 24 hours in New25

York City may not have a significant negative effect. However, if the same26

rain falls within an hour in an intense downpour, it can cripple the subway sys-27

tem (http://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/2007/08/08/why-do-the-subways-flood/). Thus,28

knowledge of the statistics of rainfall and rainfall extremes at a wide range of timescales29

is highly desirable. Climate monitoring observations of global rainfall typically use daily30

rain gauge accumulation reports, but these observations have key limitations. First, the31

vast majority of gauges are on land (with the exception of a small number of buoys, e.g.32

McPhaden et al. 1998). Second, daily rain gauge reports provide only information on33
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accumulation, not rainfall intensity or duration. As a consequence, most of the research34

on climate change and rainfall extremes is limited to the daily timescale—even though35

the expectation of more extreme precipitation under global warming comes from the link36

between atmospheric humidity and rainfall at the scale of convection (Allen and Ingram37

2002; Trenberth et al. 2003). For example, Alexander et al. (2006); Tebaldi et al. (2006);38

O’Gorman and Schneider (2009) have looked at observed trends and projections for daily39

accumulation. Modeling studies that are relevant for trends in hourly precipitation rates are40

idealized (e.g., Muller et al. 2011) or focus on trends in the occurrence and severity of trop-41

ical cyclones and extra-tropical severe storms (e.g., Vecchi and Soden 2007; Knutson et al.42

2010; Trapp et al. 2007). Observational studies of hourly precipitation trends are limited43

to a few stations in the mid latitudes (Lenderink and Van Meijgaard 2008; Lenderink and44

van Meijgaard 2010; Shaw et al. 2011).45

For their part, meteorologists have traditionally looked at rainfall extremes in terms of46

individual intense storms. While isolated storms can produce heavy rainfall on scales of47

minutes, the majority of tropical rainfall is associated with mesoscale convective systems48

(MCS) or mesoscale convective complexes (MCC), and research has focused on explaining49

the conditions that make these storms possible. Moisture, lift, and instability must all be50

present for convective-type precipitation to occur (Schultz and Schumacher 1999). Fore-51

casters usually look first for convective available potential energy (CAPE; the integrated52

positive buoyancy from the level of free convection to the equilibrium level) to determine53

if moisture and instability are present. Next, they look at convective inhibition (CIN; the54

work needed to lift the parcel to its level of free convection) and sources of lift to overcome55

CIN to determine if storms will develop. Finally, they look at vertical wind shear for infor-56
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mation on how the convective storms will be organized (Markowski and Richardson 2010).57

Laing and Fritsch (2000) characterized the mean genesis environments for MCC as having58

locally strong values of both CAPE and low-level vertical wind shear. They found two pri-59

mary situations where MCC often develop: (1) where the interaction of a moist-downdraft–60

generated cold pool and low-level vertical wind shear lifts a surface-based layer of high ✓
e

61

air (Rotunno et al. 1988; Weisman 1992) and (2) where a (typically nocturnal) low-level jet62

of high ✓
e

air overruns a frontal zone. Fronts being a mid-latitude phenomenon, the latter63

mechanism is not relevant within 15 o of the Equator.64

A climatology of storm characteristics in the entire tropical band has been made possi-65

ble with the collection of more than a decade of observations from the Tropical Rainfall66

Measuring Mission (TRMM). These data can provide a broader view on the conditions for67

intense precipitation events, clarify the relationship between the intensity of rainfall events68

and rainfall accumulation, and narrow the gap between the views of climatologists and me-69

teorologists. For example, Zipser et al. (2006) used several measurements of cloud and70

hydrometeor characteristics to identify the geographical distribution of intense storms and71

weaker precipitation systems. In their conclusions, they noted a discrepancy between in-72

tense storms and heavy seasonal rainfall: “The strongest convective storms are often found73

in semiarid regions, while the heavy rains of the oceanic ITCZ, western Amazonia, and74

much of southeast Asia and Indonesia have relatively few intense storms. In parts of the75

Indian subcontinent, the most intense storms occur in the premonsoon months, while the76

rainiest parts of the monsoon consist of numerous weather systems but few severe storms”77

(Zipser et al. 2006).78
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These conclusions are supported by a number of other studies based on TRMM data that79

focus on selected regions and seasons. For example, Schumacher and Houze (2006) noted80

the lower intensity and higher frequency of rainfall events over the Atlantic compared with81

West Africa and also noted that the monsoon season is characterized by higher convec-82

tive sustainability and lower shear, important factors for the production of stratiform rain.83

Similarly, Kodama et al. (2005) observed stronger convection and lightning activity dur-84

ing the pre-monsoon season in South America and India than during the monsoon season.85

More recently, Romatschke et al. (2010) noted that deep convective cores are characteristic86

of the pre-monsoon season of India and organized convective systems with large strati-87

form components are typical of the monsoon season. Williams et al. (2002) examined the88

seasonal evolution of thunderstorm activity in conjunction with environmental variations89

in CAPE and aerosols to understand if the latter can play a role in modulating lightning.90

Additionally, they indicated that, under certain conditions present in the western Ama-91

zon, the lines between maritime rains and continental showers (Ramage 1971) are blurred.92

Liu (2011) mapped several measures of precipitation-feature intensity (including echo top93

height, maximum height of 30 dBZ contour, and minimum 85 GHz TRMM Microwave94

Imager polarization-corrected brightness temperatures) and showed that the storms with95

largest graupel and hail, and thus strongest updrafts, occurred in Equatorial Africa and96

Argentina.97

In Biasutti et al. (2011), we used surface reflectivity values from the TRMM Precipi-98

tation Radar (PR) to create a 10-year (1998-2007) monthly climatology of frequency of99

rain (f ; the percentage of satellite snapshots in which rainfall is detected) and of mean100

conditional intensity (i; the mean rainfall calculated over rainy snapshots) at the original101
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radar resolution of 0.05o x 0.05o. This dataset portrays the mean characteristics of precip-102

itation events and thus is a variation of the TRMM-derived storm climatology of Zipser103

et al. (2006). Rainfall frequency, which is dominated by weak and moderate-intensity pre-104

cipitation systems, is highest over the precipitation centers of the ocean (i.e., those with105

high monthly rain rates such as the Pacific and Atlantic Intertropical Convergence Zones106

(ITCZs), the Warm Pool, and the Bay of Bengal). Rainfall reaches similar peak frequen-107

cies over land only in the Amazon and over mountain ranges. Conditional intensity, on108

the other hand, clearly identifies regions with a propensity for very intense storms, such109

as the Himalayan Indentation (see also Zipser et al. 2006; Romatschke et al. 2010). How-110

ever, in general, conditional intensity presents weaker and broader spatial variations than111

frequency. Intensities are often higher over land than ocean (as shown by multiple previous112

studies using measurements as different as lightning frequency and cloud top tempera-113

tures, e.g. Zipser et al. 2006; Liu and Zipser 2009). Peak intensity values are found in the114

subtropical latitudes of both North and South America, in the Congo Basin, and in the Hi-115

malayan indentation, while the Amazon has rainfall intensities between typical oceanic and116

continental values. The annual-mean and seasonal-mean patterns of frequency and condi-117

tional intensity presented in Biasutti et al. (2011) are consistent with previous literature on118

storm characteristics (e.g., McCollum et al. 2000; Williams et al. 2002; Schumacher and119

Houze 2003; Romatschke and Houze 2010; Romatschke et al. 2010), and the agreement120

indicates that this dataset can be used to investigate spatial and seasonal variations in storm121

characteristics across the tropics.122

In this study, we use a tropic-wide dataset to systematically document estimated rainfall123

frequency, conditional intensity, and the relationship between them. We specifically focus124
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on how the relationship between frequency and intensity changes seasonally and across a125

variety of rainfall regimes, from oceanic to continental and from humid to semi-arid. We126

then combine our gridded dataset with the precipitation feature dataset of the University127

of Utah Precipitation Measuring Mission (Nesbitt et al. 2000; Liu et al. 2008), which is128

organized by storm, to interpret our results in terms of storm characteristics, namely the129

prevalence of stratiform or convective rainfall. Finally, we investigate if the kind of data130

currently available from climate simulations, specifically the daily aggregated values of131

convective and large-scale (stratiform) rainfall, is sufficient to describe the rainfall events,132

or if additional model output is needed to compare model simulations and observations at133

the storm timescale.134

This study complements previous work by authors at the University of Utah using their135

precipitation feature dataset (initially developed by Nesbitt et al. (2000) and further refined136

by Liu et al. (2008)), including Toracinta et al. (2002), Nesbitt and Zipser (2003); Nes-137

bitt et al. (2004); Cecil et al. (2005); Liu and Zipser (2005); Nesbitt et al. (2006); Zipser138

et al. (2006); Liu and Zipser (2008, 2009). The focus of the current paper is on an aspect139

of global precipitation that was not fully addressed in previous work: the relationship be-140

tween precipitation frequency and conditional intensity and how this relationship changes141

geographically and seasonally. We emphasize a comparison of climatological variations in142

storm intensity obtained from instantaneous rainfall measurements to climatological varia-143

tions in mean daily accumulation on rainy days, a more common measure of rainfall inten-144

sity in climate studies. Dai (2001) examined global precipitation frequency using weather145

reports from the Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set (COADS) and inferred sea-146

sonal mean intensity by dividing the Xie and Arkin (1997) infrared-based seasonal precip-147
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itation estimates by seasonal frequency. In contrast, this study uses TRMM PR data for148

both frequency of precipitation and conditional rain rate (intensity), the latter of which is a149

better proxy for rain rates within individual storms than seasonal mean intensity.150

Section 2 introduces the datasets used in this study and defines the relationship between151

our snapshot–based definition of frequency and intensity to the comparable variables ob-152

tained from daily aggregated data, namely the frequency of rainy days and the mean daily153

accumulated rainfall on rainy days. Section 3 describes our methodology using the cen-154

tral India region as an example. For this region, we analyze both instantaneous and daily155

frequency and intensity, and we describe how instantaneous conditional intensity peaks be-156

fore frequency during the pre-monsoon seasons. In addition, we explain this result in terms157

of predominantly convective rainfall before the monsoon onset. Section 4 generalizes our158

findings for most of the tropical land masses, both those that experience a dry season and159

those that are quite rainy throughout the year. We also highlight the contrast between land160

and oceanic regions. The regions focused on in this study are shown in Figure 1. Section 5161

discusses if current model output is sufficient to characterize mean storm intensity. Section162

6 offers our summary and conclusions.163

2. Data and Methods164

a. Data sets165

The TRMM PR (Kummerow et al. 2000) provides a unique opportunity to observe the166

climatology of rainfall in great detail with the same instrument over tropical land and ocean167

locations. Coverage extends to about 36oN/S, and sampling of the diurnal cycle is quite168
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uniform (Negri et al. 2002; Hirose and Nakamura 2005). We use a 1998-2007 monthly169

climatology (Biasutti et al. 2011) obtained by (1) binning the TRMM PR data from each170

individual swath onto a regular grid with spacing of 0.05o in both longitude and latitude171

(about a 5 km grid) and (2) averaging the gridded data over the entire record to produce172

monthly climatologies. A minimum of about 1700 observations per gridpoint (up to a173

maximum of over 8000) are used.174

Rainfall frequency at any location is defined as the number of observations in which a175

radar reflectivity Z is detected to be above the threshold of 18 dBZ, normalized by the total176

number of observations. This sensitivity threshold implies that drizzle events are not cap-177

tured by the TRMM PR. As a measure of conditional rainfall intensity, we use the mean178

reflectivity when rain is detected (i.e., the averaging does not include dry states). Note179

that while the TRMM PR data also provide rainfall rates, there is some uncertainty in the180

rain/reflectivity (R/Z) conversion (see for example Shige et al. 2006). To bypass this issue,181

we conduct our analysis using mostly the attenuation-corrected reflectivity. However, rain-182

fall values are used to show that our results are robust to the choice of intensity measure and183

as an intermediate step in our comparison with daily data. For this analysis, as with the sta-184

tion data described below, a rain event is one with instantaneous rain rates >0.4 mm hr�1.185

When using reflectivity, averaging is performed on the reflectivity Z itself (mm6 m�3), and186

the conversion to dBZ is applied as the last step of the calculation. The near-linear rela-187

tionship between rainfall and reflectivity allows us to loosely interpret mean reflectivity as188

mean rainfall intensity. We will refer to the conditional reflectivity as intensity.189

Frequency and intensity (f and i) from the TRMM PR data are compared to their daily190

counterparts obtained from TRMM 3B42 (Huffman et al. 2007): the number of rainy days191
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with�1 mm of accumulation (R1) and the simple daily intensity index (SDII), which is the192

mean accumulation on rainy days. TRMM 3B42 data are obtained by merging information193

from the TRMM instruments with infrared and visible sensors on geostationary satellites.194

The TRMM 3B42 product is gridded at 0.25o resolution.195

Using station data, we confirm that differences between the patterns of TRMM PR f196

and i on one hand and TRMM 3B42 R1 and SDII on the other can result from tempo-197

ral aggregation, as opposed to resulting from spatial averaging only. As an example, we198

use the minute-by-minute gauge observations of rainfall at the U.S. Department of Energy199

Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Climate Research Facility site in Darwin,200

Australia. (Rainfall time series taken from other ARM sites paint the same picture, not201

shown.) Although there are differences between the instantaneous rainfall estimates ob-202

tained from different instruments, the description of the role of temporal aggregation on203

frequency and intensity time series is independent of the instrumentation as long as the204

instrument is appropriate for high-frequency sampling. We use values from the optical rain205

gauge.206

We focus on a subset of parameters from the Liu et al. (2008) precipitation feature207

database. We examine the following variables of each precipitation feature from the orbit-208

by-orbit Level 2 data: (1) number of pixels with stratiform rain, (2) number of pixels with209

convective rainfall, (3) stratiform volumetric rain (km2 mm hr�1), and (3) convective volu-210

metric rain (km2 mm hr�1). The number of pixels multiplied by 25 km2 is the area covered211

by the precipitation feature. We also use Level 3 data from the same precipitation feature212

database, specifically monthly total convective and stratiform rainfall.213
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We use ERA-Interim estimates of daily convective and stratiform rainfall (Sec. 5). Dee214

et al. (2011) documented the use of observations in producing the reanalysis and assessed215

the remaining biases.216

We also use annual mean rainfall rates from Huffman et al. (1997).217

b. The effect of temporal aggregation on frequency and intensity time series218

Figure 2 shows the annual mean frequency and intensity of rainfall events (f and i) as219

estimated from the snapshot data of the TRMM PR and the frequency and intensity of rainy220

days (R1 and SDII) estimated from TRMM 3B42. The annual mean rate rates estimated221

from GPCP are superimposed. As noted in more detail in Biasutti et al. (2011),222

variations in intensity i are broad in scale, while frequency f shows sharp gradients at all223

scales. The two patterns have little in common other than the fact that places with no rain224

appear in both fields. Most variations in annual mean rain rates are captured by variations225

in f . Similarly, the R1 field is more closely related to overall rain rates than the SDII226

field (Figure 2c,d), yet we see that the distinctions in patterns between the two fields has227

faded compared with the snapshot-based fields. For example, the maximum rainfall rates228

in the ITCZs, the Southern Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ), and the southern Indian229

Ocean are visible in the SDII field, and the maximum rainfall along the coast of Myanmar230

is ascribed to a maximum in SDII and not in R1. The opposite is true for TRMM PR data231

where higher frequency of rain events is clearly linked to the large rain rates with intensity232

gradients playing no role. Another clear example of the difference is the Congo Basin.233

Although this is a region with explosive storms and some of the highest i values in the234

tropical band, it appears in the SDII map as a region of modest daily intensity.235
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We can ensure that the observed difference between TRMM products is indeed a con-236

sequence of the temporal aggregation, rather than the spatial aggregation or the method of237

precipitation estimation in the two retrievals, by comparing f and i with R1 and SDII for238

gauge measurements. As an example, we present measurements from Darwin, Australia,239

over the course of 1 rainy season (2010-2011). Fig. 3 shows the seasonal evolution of 10-240

day (dekad) averages of rain frequency and intensity defined from data at increasing tem-241

poral aggregation. In the first panel, we use optical rain gauge data at 1 minute resolution.242

In the second panel, we have aggregated rainfall data at hourly resolution and calculate the243

10-day average frequency and intensity using the same definition of rainy event (rain rates244

>0.4 mm hr�1) as for minute-by-minute data. In the third panel, we plot R1 and SDII.245

As the temporal aggregation increases, frequency values increase and intensity values de-246

crease. This result is dependent both on the episodic nature of rainfall in Darwin and on247

the thresholds that define a rain event or a rainy day. Across the three panels of Fig. 3, the248

relationship between dekadal mean frequency and intensity of rainfall changes, in conse-249

quence to the fact the two quantities are defined from rainfall measurements aggregated at250

increasingly longer times. The changing relationship is exemplified by the way in which251

events that appear as maxima in frequency when the latter is defined from minute-average252

data (Fig. 3a) appear as maxima in daily intensity (Fig. 3c). These same events appear as253

local maxima in both frequency and intensity defined at the intermediate hourly timescales254

(Fig. 3b). One example of this is the large storm to hit Darwin in mid-February 2011,255

which is visible in the 17th dekadal average. The 1-min averaged data show it was raining256

32% of time during the10-day period with a conditional rainfall intensity of 11 mm/hr. The257

R1 value for the same10-day period indicates that it rained more than 1 mm on 8 out of the258
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10 days (80%) with SDII (average accumulation) of 4 mm/day. More generally, we note259

that the correlation between dekadal frequency and intensity increases dramatically going260

from rainfall data aggregated at the minute to daily timescale. This increase in correlation261

was also apparent in the map view of Fig. 2: The SDII pattern matches the R1 pattern (in262

the ITCZs, for example) better than the i pattern matches the f pattern.263

3. Seasonal variations of rainfall intensity in India264

We have noted above that the snapshot definition of frequency and intensity paints a com-265

plex picture of tropical rainfall. On one hand, it highlights the role of rainfall frequency in266

determining rain rates for a single storm (as seen for Darwin in Fig. 3) or in setting the spa-267

tial gradients in annual mean rainfall (Fig. 2). On the other hand, it highlights the tendency268

for relatively dry places to have more intense rain than places with more frequent rain, be269

it land compared to ocean or the Congo compared to the Amazon. In the reminder of this270

paper, we explore the relationship between rainfall frequency and intensity in the context271

of the seasonal cycle and show that (1) there is no universal relationship between mean272

frequency and mean intensity at any given location and (2) mean intensity over most trop-273

ical land areas is largest just before the core of the rainy season when frequency becomes274

largest. We further interpret the latter result in terms of the larger amount of stratiform pre-275

cipitation relative to convective precipitation in the rainy season. In this section, we focus276

on a region in central India, which permits us to present our methodology in more detail277

and to compare our results to an additional dataset based on gauge measurements of daily278

rainfall. In the following section, we will extend our analysis of f and i to other areas.279
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In Fig. 4, we show the Hoevmoeller diagram of rainfall frequency and intensity aver-280

aged over land points over the longitudes 78oE to 83oE. The panels on the left are for f281

and i derived from the TRMM PR data; the panels in the center and on the right are for R1282

and SDII derived from daily data from TRMM 3B42 and from the gridded product of the283

Indian Meteorological Department (IMD), respectively. The inception of the monsoon is284

characterized by an increase in frequency of rain events and frequency of rainy days (i. e.,285

both f and R1) that occur at the same time for all latitudes considered here (10oN to 26oN).286

The mean daily intensity also goes up during the monsoon season in both TRMM3B42 and287

IMD (Fig. 4b,c): It is at a minimum in May and at a maximum in July and August. After288

that, it decays slowly: October values are still larger than May values. There are differ-289

ences between the satellite-based and the ground-based datasets, such as the strength of the290

maximum of both R1 and SDII in the northern part of the domain, but these differences291

do not detract from this consistent picture. The PR data (Fig. 4a) tell a different story:292

Conditional intensity (i) is at a maximum well before the onset of monsoon season, and it293

is actually at a relative minimum at the core of the rainy season. During the retreat of the294

monsoon in October, the PR data show average intensities comparable to those at the onset295

in June but lower than the spring values. To make the comparison with the daily-based data296

more straightforward, we have contoured rainfall intensity in mm hr�1 on top of the dBZ297

field. The close correspondence that the two measures of intensity indicates that they are298

interchangeable for our purposes.299

We can look further into this data and contrast the joint probability density functions300

(JPDFs) of frequency and intensity during the core monsoon months and in the prior sea-301

son (Fig. 5). When we use PR data (Fig 5a,b), each gridpoint provides one entry in the302
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distribution for each season, meaning that climatological May-June average f and i at each303

gridpoint in central India contribute to the JPDF of the pre-onset season and climatolog-304

ical July-August-September averages enter the monsoon-season JPDF. The region chosen305

(17oN to 25oN, 78oE to 83oE) has no defined gradients in either frequency or intensity, and306

therefore the JPDFs describe general characteristics of the area. We compare the JPDFs307

obtained from TRMM PR data with two definitions of intensity (one using reflectivity and308

one using rain rates) to the JPDFs obtained from the daily TRMM 3B42 data. In this case309

each datapoint comes from a different gridpoint and a different year. There is a substan-310

tial overlap between the two seasonal distributions, especially in the PR case, in part due to311

the fact that we chose May-June as representative of pre-onset conditions even though the312

Indian monsoon often starts in the middle of June. However, it is clear that the monsoon313

season is characterized by higher frequency of rainfall events and rainy days. Moreover,314

the PR data indicate that the pre-monsoon season has a higher mean value of conditional315

intensity than the monsoon season. This finding is true for all frequencies at which both316

distributions exist and should therefore be considered a robust, although small, difference.317

The PR data also show a wider JPDF during May-June, which indicates that mean condi-318

tional intensity varies more widely across gridpoints in the pre-monsoon season. Instead,319

the daily data depict the transition from pre-monsoon to monsoon as a simple shift of the320

JPDF toward both higher frequency and higher intensity, which is consistent with Fig. 4.321

We also note that in the PR dataset average summer values of conditional intensity are322

nearly independent of frequency—except at very low frequency. As noted in the introduc-323

tion, contrasting patterns of frequency and intensity could suggest that higher intensity and324

smaller frequencies are related. However, a negative relationship is inconsistent with the325
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summer JPDF for India (or other locations, as will be explained in the next section). This326

finding indicates that explanations for the spatial patterns of f and i will have to be specific327

to place and time and cannot rely on a general relationship between the two quantities.328

To understand more thoroughly why the pre-monsoon season has a wider range of inten-329

sities and a higher overall mean intensity, we take advantage of a different dataset produced330

from the TRMM PR: the precipitation feature dataset of Nesbitt et al. (2000) and Liu et al.331

(2008). For all rainfall events, this dataset provides, among many other parameters, a dis-332

tinction between convective and stratiform rain amounts and areas (Houze 1993; Steiner333

et al. 1995). We selected all the events happening in the central India region during May-334

June and July-August for the same 10 years on which our climatology is based and com-335

pared the relative importance of stratiform and convective rainfall in the two seasons. This336

analysis is summarized in Fig. 6. Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b contrast the seasonal evolution of337

rainfall area and rainfall amounts for both convective and stratiform rainfall. July-August338

totals are larger than May-June in all counts (convective or stratiform; area or amount).339

The seasonal evolution of rainfall frequency can be traced as the seasonal evolution of total340

stratiform area (Fig. 6a) because of both the areal extension and the duration of stratiform341

precipitation. The seasonal evolution of conditional intensity can be explained in terms of342

the balance between stratiform and convective rain per storm (Fig. 6c,d,f). The pre-onset343

months differ from the rainy season months because, on average, spring storms have less344

area experiencing stratiform rain and more area experiencing convective rain. This means345

it is more likely that a rain event is convective. The ratio of convective to stratiform area346

is only about 0.2 during the core of the rainy season, but it more than triples to 0.7 during347

April and May (Fig. 6f). Thus, spring conditional intensities are higher because the low-348
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intensity stratiform rain is less likely to factor into the averaging. Note that when we look349

at rainfall rates per pixel (Fig. 6e), the intensity of convective rain is similar in the pre-onset350

months and core rainy season months, whereas the intensity of stratiform rain actually in-351

creases in the rainy season. The higher values of conditional intensity seen in Fig. 5 during352

spring result from the lack of stratiform rain in the samples and not from more explosive353

convective cells. Similarly, the higher ratio of convective to stratiform rainfall explains the354

higher variability in conditional intensity in spring because stratiform rain spans a much355

narrower range of possible intensities than convective rain does (Fig. 6e and Steiner et al.356

1995).357

4. The relationship between frequency and intensity of rainfall over358

tropical regions359

The purpose of this section is to show that in all tropical land regions the months before360

the core rainy season are characterized by a relative prominence of convective rainfall and361

thus by conditional intensities that are spatially more variable and higher in the mean. First,362

we survey land regions with seasonal cycles that are fundamentally different from that of363

India, and then we repeat our analysis on oceanic regions to draw the contrast between364

continental and maritime environments.365

a. Other monsoon regions366

We first focus on two monsoon regions (West Africa and Australia) that differ from India367

because of their proximity to deserts and the presence of a more complex circulation with368
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a shallow thermal cell superimposed on the deep monsoonal circulation. Similar analysis369

for the monsoon regions of South America and South Africa (Fig. 1) produces the same370

main result of maximum intensity during the pre-onset months. Fig. 7 shows the371

seasonal evolution of rainfall frequency and rainfall intensity averaged over the longitudes372

of West Africa (5oW to 5oE) and central Australia (130oE to 135oE). In both places, we373

clearly see the seasonal migration of rainfall, which expands from the ocean to land during374

the summer season. As before, we see that the rainy season is characterized by more375

frequent rainfall events. In addition, the onset of the rainy season over land is preceded by376

a maximum in conditional intensity. This is especially apparent for the Australian region:377

The land portion of the domain (south of 12oS) sees maximum intensities during October-378

November-December. In contrast, the ocean region immediately to the north sees a smooth379

transition between the low values of the dry season to a very broad maximum extending380

from October to July.381

The thick line superimposed on the frequency and intensity fields is the confluence line,382

the contour of zero meridional wind at the surface. It has long been noted (see for example383

the reference to colonial scientists in Africa in the early 20th century in Hastenrath 1991)384

that the rain band in these monsoon areas is distinct from the ITCZ. The ITCZ is defined385

by surface convergence and is closely related to the meridional confluence line (see also386

Nicholson (2009)). In the mean, the confluence line represents the edge of a shallow di-387

rect circulation (Zhang et al. 2006). The deep convection that makes up the rain band is388

found further equatorward where temperature and humidity combine to give higher val-389

ues of boundary-layer equivalent potential temperature (Nie et al. 2010). However, the390

correspondence between the confluence line and a sharp gradient in conditional intensity391
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over land indicates that the mean misses some subtleties: Albeit rarely, deep convection392

sometimes occurs as far north as the monsoon flow can reach—but no further. The role393

of the confluence line as a boundary for deep convection is clear in both West Africa and394

Australia. In Australia, the effect is most visible in the pre-onset months and becomes395

less visible as the monsoon retreats. This difference could be due to the fact that the Aus-396

tralian monsoon is not captured as well by a simple zonal mean circulation. Alternatively,397

we speculate that it might be indicative of a real difference in the effectiveness of dry ad-398

vection in capping deep convection at the beginning of the season, when the land is dry,399

compared with the end of the season, when the land is moist.400

Figures 8 and 9 provide a more quantitative assessment of the difference in conditional401

intensity between the pre-onset and rainy season months. The JPDFs of frequency and402

intensity confirm that the pre-onset months in both regions have higher mean values of403

conditional intensity and more spatial variability, which is similar to central India (albeit,404

the differences are smaller). The analysis of the precipitation features summarized in Fig. 9405

confirms that, as seen over India, the core of the rainy season is characterized by events406

that have smaller convective area and larger stratiform area. The area of convective rainfall407

relative to that of stratiform rainfall is reduced from pre-onset months to core rainy season408

by a factor of nearly 2 and 3 in West Africa and Australia, respectively. The rainfall rates409

per pixel behave differently in different regions: They tend to become higher as the season410

progresses in Africa, but they are highest in the pre-onset months in Australia. The fact411

that convective rainfall rates per pixel do not exhibit a consistent seasonal evolution across412

the monsoon regions, but conditional intensity does, supports the idea that the dominant413
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mechanism for higher conditional intensities during the pre-onset months is the prevalent414

sampling of convective rainfall.415

In monsoon regions, the retreat of the rains defines a season comparable to the onset416

season, but we do not observe a comparable peak in conditional intensity. The asymmetry417

is especially apparent in Australia, but the reason is unclear.418

b. Equatorial land regions419

We complete our survey of tropical land regions by examining South America and central420

Africa. Our focus is on the equatorial portion of the regions, where some amount of rainfall421

is present year round.422

Fig. 10 shows the seasonal evolution of rainfall frequency and intensity. There are no-423

table differences in the annual cycle of rainfall in the two regions: Rainfall frequency over424

the Congo has a strong semi-annual component, whereas the Amazon has one strong annual425

peak in March-April-May. The Congo presents the same relationship between frequency426

and intensity seen in monsoon regions: peak intensity precedes peak frequency. In South427

America, we clearly see a maximum in intensity values from August to October when fre-428

quency is minimum and consistent with the other regions. However, the region north of the429

Equator does not behave as expected. During December-January-February, both frequency430

and intensity experience a relative minimum. As shown below, this behavior is typical of431

ocean regions. The analysis of the precipitation features (Fig. 11) reveals that the intensity432

peak is due to a maximum in convective area in the Amazon where the relative area of433

convective to stratiform goes from 0.2 to 0.6 between April and September. This maxi-434

mum in convective area also occurs in the Congo during June-July-August. The fraction of435
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convective area in the Congo is 0.5 in July and approximately 0.3 in March and October.436

The January-February-March peak in the Congo is due in part to larger convective areas437

but mostly due to higher convective intensities.438

c. Oceanic regions439

Frequency and conditional intensity over oceanic regions follow a different pattern than440

what is observed over continental regions. Here we present two examples: (1) the central441

Pacific at the eastern edge of the warm pool, where the ITCZ and the SPCZ merge and442

rainfall is widespread in the whole domain, and (2) the eastern Pacific, where rainfall is443

dominated by a well-defined ITCZ north of the Equator and a secondary rainfall maximum444

south of the Equator during boreal spring. The Hoevmoeller diagram of rainfall frequency445

and intensity is presented in Fig. 12. As we would expect from climatological rain rates,446

rainfall frequency is highest in the ITCZ in the eastern Pacific and mostly uniform in the447

central Pacific. Over these oceanic regions, variations in intensity mimic frequency to a448

large degree. This finding, which is very apparent in the ITCZ of the eastern Pacific, is less449

apparent in the central Pacific, where the patterns of frequency and intensity are not sharply450

defined. Unlike continental regions, there is no indication that intensity is higher outside451

the area of maximum frequency in either the eastern or the central Pacific (or the Atlantic452

ITCZ; not shown). This implies that the intensity pattern is similar at daily and individual453

storm timescales. The overall homogeneity of rainfall intensity is confirmed by Fig. 13,454

which shows seasonal variations in storm convective and stratiform area and rain rates.455

The fraction of convective area relative to stratiform area is minimum when frequency is456

maximum, as expected, but the seasonal range is trivial in both regions, with the ratio going457
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from 0.15 to 0.25 in the eastern Pacific and staying around 0.25 in the central Pacific. The458

seasonal changes in convective rain rates parallel those of frequency (see for example the459

maximum in the eastern Pacific during northern fall) and are the dominant effect.460

5. Can current model output characterize rain events?461

The above analysis has shown that we can learn a great deal about the nature of storms462

from instantaneous rainfall data: (1) Ocean regions have more-frequent and less-intense463

storms than land regions, with little seasonality or spatial gradients in the characteristics of464

the storms; (2) land regions have considerable variations in storm intensity seasonally and465

especially spatially (contrast, for example, the Congo and the Amazon or the southwest466

and southeast United States); and (3) storms in any given land region are more intense467

during the development than during the core of the rainy season. We now turn our attention468

to determining if the kind of aggregated rainfall data that is typically output from climate469

models is sufficient to characterize what kind of storms occurs in any given region in any470

given season.471

Previous sections have shown that the preponderance of stratiform or convective rain-472

fall can explain the contrast in rainfall characteristics between land and ocean, as well as473

seasonal variations over a selected region. Climate models do not explicitly simulate con-474

vection, but they do parametrize it, and they distinguish between convective and stratiform475

(or large-scale) precipitation. Although climate simulations do not output instantaneous476

values of precipitation, they often do output accumulation of convective and stratiform477

components at daily and longer timescales. We can, therefore, investigate whether daily478

values of convective and stratiform precipitation can properly describe storm characteris-479
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tics across regions and seasons. Our goal is not to assess model biases in the kind of rain480

events produced but instead to identify if such biases can be detected. Thus, we continue to481

look at observations, but aggregated in a way comparable to what is available for climate482

models.483

Figure 14 shows the annual mean ratio of convective to stratiform rainfall calculated from484

TRMM L3 (Level 3 products of the University of Utah Precipitation Measuring Mission485

dataset) and from ERA-Interim reanalysis. In the case of TRMM L3, the ratio is calcu-486

lated from monthly total convective and stratiform rainfall data and then averaged over 120487

months (1998-2007). Months with minimal rainfall are masked out so the stratus decks488

and desert regions appear as missing data. (Note that TRMM does not detect drizzle in489

stratocumulus.) In the case of the reanalysis, the daily values of convective and stratiform490

rain are used to calculate the daily ratio, which is then averaged over the same 10 years.491

ERA-Interim rainfall rates are model output, but they are constrained by the assimilation492

of radiances. There are large difference across the two estimates that are probably due to493

model bias combined with measurement deficiencies and averaging choices. These dif-494

ferences are beyond the scope of our discussion. (The performance of the reanalysis is495

addressed in Dee et al. 2011). What interests us is that both estimates capture some fea-496

tures of the instantaneous intensity pattern shown in Figure 2b but not its overall pattern.497

For example, local maxima in the Himalayan Indentation and in the Sahel are captured498

by both the convective ratio (as calculated from these aggregated rainfall data) and the in-499

tensity. However, the convective ratio does not adequately capture the broad difference in500

intensity between land and ocean or between the ITCZ regions and oceanic regions nearby,501

and it does not adequately capture the extreme intensities in the Congo and the American502
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Plains. If we consider the TRMM data, which is free of model biases, we can ascribe the503

discrepancies between instantaneous intensity (Figure 2b) and monthly convective fraction504

(Figure 14a) to the fact that rainfall data have been aggregated in time. This assertion is505

proved by comparing our estimates of convective ratio to the estimate provided by Schu-506

macher and Houze (2003), which was calculated from instantaneous data and which clearly507

highlights high convective ratios in those regions where we see high instantaneous inten-508

sity. (Note that Fig. 3 in Schumacher and Houze (2003) shows stratiform ratio, which is509

the complement to convective ratio. Thus, a minimum in one is a maximum in the other.)510

Despite its previously discussed limitations, the aggregated convective ratio can still con-511

vey useful information about the spatial distribution of and seasonal changes in storm inten-512

sity. To show this, we present regional averages of convective and stratiform daily rainfall513

estimated from ERA-Interim (Fig. 15). As mentioned before, both daily convective and514

stratiform rainfall rates are highest at the peak of the rainy season because daily rain rates515

integrate values of instantaneous rain rates and rain frequency. At the same time, the daily516

convective ratio matches instantaneous observations in two important ways: (1) It declines517

during the core of the rainy seasons in each region, and (2) it shows a seasonal range that518

is largest in monsoon regions, reduced over other continental lands, and negligible over the519

oceans. These distinctions suggest that this measure of convective ratio captures—at least520

qualitatively—some of the spatial differences and seasonality of storm characteristics.521

We conclude that the ratio of convective to stratiform rainfall, even when aggregated at522

daily timescales, is useful to monitor the seasonal changes in storm intensity in a variety523

of environments. However, it is not sufficient to distinguish the mean storm intensity in524
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different regions. To do so, it is necessary to consider conditional intensity at much higher525

temporal resolution.526

6. Summary and Conclusion527

The need for a better description of the range and controls of rainfall intensity at hourly or528

shorter timescales is acute. This is particularly true for the tropics, where some very intense529

storms occur and the infrastructure of cities and agriculture alike is extremely vulnerable.530

The TRMM PR has taken snapshots of the 3-dimensional structure of rainfall events531

since 1998, providing a unique insight into the nature of tropical rainfall. We use two532

datasets derived from this instrument to assess the seasonal variations of rainfall intensity533

at the scale of individual rain events and to determine the associated variations in storm534

structure. The first dataset (Biasutti et al. 2011) is a gridded monthly climatology of the535

frequency and conditional intensity of rainfall events. The second dataset (Liu et al. 2008)536

is organized by storm and is used in this work to determine the relative contribution of537

stratiform to convective rainfall in each event.538

On average, the highest rainfall intensities occur over land and have a distinct seasonal-539

ity. Over most tropical land, peak rainfall accumulation does not occur at the same time as540

peak rainfall intensity. Instead, the months preceding the core of the rainy season, when541

frequency of rainfall is still low, show the highest conditional intensity. This high intensity542

is due to a high prevalence of convective precipitation areas and fewer developed strati-543

form precipitation areas. The total convective area increases during the rainy season; how-544

ever, stratiform areas grow more and become dominant, so the average rainfall intensity545

declines as frequency of rainfall increases. While previous studies have addressed these546
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points regionally (see for example Zipser et al. 2006, and further examples discussed in547

the introduction), we present a tropic-wide systematic survey and show that variations in548

precipitation structures between the development phase and the core of the rainy season549

are nearly consistent in different geographic regions (i.e., in the monsoon regions of India,550

West Africa, Australia, South America, South Africa, and in equatorial land regions). Over551

the ocean, the highest intensity coincides with highest rain frequency and thus highest rain552

accumulation. Here, the convective precipitation rain rates are higher at times of more fre-553

quent rainfall and variations in the ratio of convective to stratiform area are too small to554

fully compensate for this effect.555

The climate community’s work on extreme precipitation in the Tropics has focused pri-556

marily on tropical cyclones or on the highest percentiles of daily rainfall accumulation,557

and has often been limited to oceanic regions. Our observational analysis indicates that558

these limitations are problematic. First, we have illustrated that daily accumulations are559

not sufficient to capture the occurrence of individual intense storms because high accu-560

mulations can result from a short period of high-intensity rainfall, a higher frequency of561

lower-intensity rainfall, or some combination of the two. For example, we have shown that562

neither the SDII nor the convective ratio calculated from daily aggregated data provide any563

indication of the occurrence of very intense storms over the Congo. The daily timescale is564

relevant for certain impacts, but it is important to consider that high daily intensity and high565

storm intensity do not typically coincide. Second, we have shown that seasonal variations566

in the ratio of stratiform to convective rainfall are large over land and small over ocean.567

The marked seasonality in storms characteristics over land is in sharp contrast to the rel-568

ative homogeneity of oceanic storms. Thus, when trying to understand how a changing569
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climate will affect extreme precipitation, we should be mindful that scalings that are valid570

over the oceans may not be pertinent to extremes over land.571

Finally, we have shown that some aspects of the seasonal variations in precipitation struc-572

ture over land can be validated with current climate model outputs—namely, the daily con-573

vective and stratiform rainfall accumulation. However, to better differentiate storms (for574

example, between those characteristic of the Congo versus the Amazon), it is necessary to575

first calculate the instantaneous rainfall intensity and convective rainfall ratio at each model576

time step and then output their daily averages. Given the importance of understanding how577

extreme precipitation will change over land regions— including at the timescale of indi-578

vidual storms—we suggest that these quantities also be saved as routine output by climate579

models.580
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FIG. 1. Regions analyzed in this study. Dashed boxes indicate regions that were analyzed but not shown in additional figures.
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FIG. 2. The annual mean frequency and intensity maps from 1998-2007 differ when the fields are defined from instantaneous

rainfall values or from diurnally aggregated rainfall values. The top panels are (a) frequency (f ) and (b) intensity (i) from TRMM PR.

The lower panels are (c) number of rainy days with accumulation >1 mm per day (R1) and (d) simple daily intensity index or mean

rainfall accumulation on rainy days (SDII) from TRMM 3B42. Contours are annual mean rainfall rates from GPCP.
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FIG. 3. Dekadal mean frequency (black, solid, in units of %) and intensity (grey, dash-dotted, in units of mm hr�1 in (a) and (b)

and mm/day in (c)) of rainfall calculated from rain-gauge data at Darwin, Australia. (a) Minute-by-minute rainfall data (a rain event is

detected for rain rates >0.4 mm hr�1). (b) Hourly-mean data (a rain event is detected for rain rates>0.4 mm hr�1). (c) Daily data (a

rain event is detected for accumulation >1 mm/day). Dekads are counted starting from September 2010. The correlation between the

frequency and intensity time series is noted in the title of each panel.
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FIG. 4. Frequency (top) and intensity (bottom) of rainfall in the TRMM PR data (left), TRMM 3B42 data(center), and Indian

Meteorological Department gridded station data (right), as a function of latitude and climatological month, averaged over the longitudes

of central India (78oE to 83oE). In the left panels, frequency and intensity (f and i) calculated from snapshot values are plotted in units

of % and dBZ, respectively. In the center and right panels, frequency and intensity (R1 and SDII) are plotted in units of % and mm/day,

respectively. The blue contour is 7% f for instantaneous data and 50% R1 for daily data.
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FIG. 5. Intensity/Frequency scatterplot (dots), intensity/frequency joint probability density function (contours), and mean and

median intensity as a function of frequency (thick and thin symbols, respectively) for May-June (light blue) and July-August-September

(dark blue and magenta) averages. The left and center panels are for TRMM PR data and consider intensity in units of reflectivity (dBZ)

and rain rates (mm hr�1), respectively. The right panel is for daily TRMM 3B42 data, and intensity is in units of mm/day. Data are

taken from the central India box.
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FIG. 6. Seasonal evolution of stratiform and convective rain for 1998-2007 over central India. For each variable, we plot the 25th

and 75th percentile (bar) and the median values (dots) of the 10 individual monthly values. For calendar months with few rain events,

only the median is plotted. Area is number of pixels. Rain is volumetric rain. Total refers to the accumulated total for the month. Storm

mean is the average across the storms that happened in any given month. Mean rain per pixel is calculated as rain per storm divided by

area of the storm, averaged over all the storms occurring in any given month.
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FIG. 7. As in Fig. 4-left but for (left) West Africa and (right) Australia. The thick black or white contour is the climatological

surface confluence line (i.e., the line of vanishing meridional wind). Note that the calendar is shifted for Australia so that the plot is

centered on the rainy season. The approximate boundary between land and ocean is denoted by the dotted lines.
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FIG. 8. As in Fig. 5-left but for (left) West Africa and (right) Australia.
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FIG. 9. As in Fig. 6-bottom but for (left) West Africa and (right) Australia. Note that the calendar is shifted for Australia so that

the plot is centered on the rainy season.
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FIG. 10. As in Fig 4-left but for (left) Congo and (right) Amazon.
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FIG. 11. As in Fig. 6-bottom but for (left) Congo and (right) Amazon.
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FIG. 12. As in Fig. 4-left but for (left) eastern Pacific and (right) central Pacific.
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FIG. 13. As in Fig. 6-bottom but for (left) eastern Pacific and (right) central Pacific.
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FIG. 14. Convective ratio (convective rain to total rain), calculated from (top) TRMM monthly total convective and stratiform

rainfall accumulation and (bottom) ERA-Interim reanalysis daily average convective and stratiform rainfall accumulations.
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FIG. 15. Monthly (left) mean convective and stratiform rainfall and (right) convective ratio from daily values in the ERA-Interim

reanalysis for different regions. See titles in each panel and Fig. 1.
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